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1. Klein-Gordon equation and Klein-Gordon current 20 points

This exercise deals with the Klein-Gordon equation(
� +

(mc
~

)2)
ψ (x) = 0 . (1)

(a) Show by Fourier transforming (1) or using other methods that the general solution of the
Klein-Gordon equation can be written as,

ψ(x) =

∫
d4k
√

2π
4 δ

(
kµk

µ −
(mc

~

)2)
A(k)e−ikµx

µ
. (2)

with an arbitrary, complex function A(k).
Note: k and x are 4-vectors with components kµ, and xµ, with µ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. ~k and ~x are
3-vectors with components ka and ka, with a ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Furthermore, kx = kµx

µ.

Now we define a Klein-Gordon 4-current

jµ(x) =
i~
2m

(ψ∗(x)∂µψ(x)− [∂µψ∗(x)]ψ(x)) . (3)

(b) Show that this current fulfills the continuity equation, i.e.:

∂µj
µ(x) = 0 . (4)

(c) Confirm that this current is indeed a 4-vector (i.e. transforms like a Lorentz vector).
Hint: Use the fact that ψ′(x′) = ψ(x), with primed and unprimed quantities in different
inertial frames.
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2. Classification of the solutions of the KLein-Gordon equation 20 points

Consider the solution (2) to the Klein-Gordon equation in Problem 1. Define the functions ψ±:

ψ+(x) =
1
√

2π
3

∫
d3k

2ωk
A
(
~k, ωk

)
ei(

~k·~x−ωkt) , (5)

ψ−(x) =
1
√

2π
3

∫
d3k

2ωk
A
(
~k,−ωk

)
ei(

~k·~x+ωkt) ,

with the dispersion relation ωk/c =
√
|~k|2 +

(
mc
~
)2

and an arbitrary function A(~k, ωk).

(a) Show that
ψ(x) = ψ+(x) + ψ−(x) (6)

is the general solution of the Klein-Gordon equation.
Interpret the solutions ψ+ and ψ−. Equation (6) shows that, for a general solution of the
Klein-Gordon equation, both the functions ψ+ and the functions ψ− are necessary.

(b) Since the quantity |ψ|2 does not fulfill a conservation law (continuity equation), it cannot
be used to normalize the wave function ψ(x). Using (4), show that the 0-th compontent of
the 4-current, integrated over space,

||ψ||2c :=
i~
2m

∫
d3x
{
ψ∗(x)∂0ψ(x)−

[
∂0ψ∗(x)

]
ψ(x)

}
(7)

is constant in time. Therefore, ||ψ||2c is called the current norm of ψ(x).

(c) Show that
||ψ||2c = ||ψ+||2c + ||ψ−||2c , (8)

where

||ψ±||2c = ±
∫

d3k

2ωk

∣∣A±(~k)
∣∣2 . (9)

Here we defined A+(~k) := A(~k, ωk) and A−(~k) := A(~k,−ωk).

We thus see that for positive energy solutions ψ+ the normalization is strictly positiv definite,
and for negative energy solutions ψ− the norm is strictly negative definite. Give a short comment
on this fact.
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3. Klein-Paradox for spin-0 particles 20 points

In analogy to non-relativistic quantum mechanics, this problem examines the issue of a Klein-
Gordon particle incident on a step function potential. The coupling of the electromagnetic field
is taken into account in a relativistically covariant way via the so-called minimal coupling (as
in the Hamiltonian of the Schrödinger equation):

i~∂µ → i~∂µ − q

c
Aµ, with Aµ = (Φ(~x), 0, 0, 0) . (10)

The electrostatic potential V (x) = qΦ(x) is defined by: (Note that here and in the following, no
covariant notation will be used and only the x-component of the according vectors is considered.){

0 x < 0 (I)

V0 x ≥ 0 (II)
(11)

(a) Write down the Klein-Gordon equation in regions (I) and (II).

(b) Using the following ansatz,

Ψ<(x) = e−iωt
(

eikx +Re−ikx
)
, x < 0 , (12)

Ψ>(x) = T e−iωteik
′x , x ≥ 0 (13)

show that the above wave functions are solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation in the
respective regions x ≥ 0 and x < 0 (where p = ~k, p′ = ~k′) with momenta given by

p =
√
E2/c2 −m2c2 , p′ =

√
(E − V0)2/c2 −m2c2 (14)

with E = ~ω.

(c) Show that there exist three different regimes for the potential V0 (weak, intermediate, strong
potential) with qualitatevly distinct solutions for p′. Calculate those and compare with the
non-relativistic case.

(d) Calculate R and T by exploiting the necessary boundary conditions (the wavefunction and
its derivative are continuous at x = 0).

(e) The reflection coefficent ρ and the transmission coefficent τ are given by the ratio of the
outgoing currents in the respective regions (I) and (II), respectively, and the incident current
jin in the following manner:

ρ = 1− j</jin , τ = j>/jin . (15)

Calculate both coefficients in the three potential regimes. Discuss and interpret the result
physically.

Note: The current in the x-direction for a wave Ψ is given by jx = ~
2mi(Ψ

∗∂xΨ−Ψ∂xΨ∗).
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